Face-to-face, human magic

Shea Parikh, Founder
shea@joinjam.io

Employees are disengaged because they can’t find
the information or people they need to do their jobs.

10hrs/week

Spent looking for the
right information

31%

83%

Of companies report
having information silos

Of employees don’t use
the company’s intranet
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43%

Of employees feel
isolated

INITIAL THESIS

If you can create a mechanism that makes it
easy for employees to have valuable face-toface conversations, then knowledge sharing and
engagement will improve.

INITIAL SOLUTION

Designed to facilitate knowledge sharing across
different teams, offices, and seniorities, the
Jam Engine recommends and schedules faceto-face conversations that otherwise wouldn’t
happen.
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We’ve proven we can ship & monetize
the Jam Engine.
$136,000 ARR
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And while traction rounds down to zero, early user
feedback has shown us we’re moving in the right direction

93%

User Retention

“Created connection in a different group. Found
out we had friends in common from Kyle's prior
job. Provided recommendations on group culture
and how to drive change within UBS.”
-Associate Director, UBS Investment Bank

Users report having better
access to information and people

"Love the idea - great for cross firm connectivity
and breaking down some of the barriers that exist
between juniors and seniors.”
-Associate Director, UBS Investment Bank

“Learned an incredible amount about future
developments. Very useful for sales.”
-Senior Strategist, Piano

98%

48

Net Promoter Score*

“Jam helps bridge more collaboration and mutual
understanding of each other.. the offices are quiet at times
and this is helping people get to know each other better..
good for the company and culture.”
-Senior Strategist, Piano

“I love that Jam is a
company sanctioned way for
co-workers to meet up when
they might not normally seek
each other out.”
-Finance, Venture For
America

“I really liked the idea and the implementation. I would
not have gotten to know my coworker if it wasn't for
this product. I tend to know those that are on my
team very well but don't get to know many others
from other teams. This is very helpful for that.”

"As a first year analyst, it was great to meet two
senior bankers. I felt like I was getting to know
two new people in my office who I can now be
more familiar with and choose to turn to for
mentorship..”

-Senior Technologist, Nexient

-Analyst, UBS Investment Bank

*Net Promoter Score is one of the best indicators of customer satisfaction. According to Satmetrix 2018 report, 31 is the average NPS for SaaS.
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Our greatest insight is that the future of
workplace engagement will focus on
employee-employee relationships.
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While there is value in collision points, customer
feedback has defined a bigger opportunity.
WE LEARNED:

There is no systematic way for
employees to know what others are
working on

Intranets are the current solution, but
they don’t get used because they’re
based on static information and are a
destination application

THESIS:

Leaders have no way to know how
well employees are collaborating

If you visualize & analyze all of the online networks that exist within a company, then you can
not only show who is working with who and what they’re working on, but you can measure
the health of a company’s collaboration. By consolidating this into one application, you
change how employees access information and people within the organization.
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An opportunity that can be solved with
untapped data companies are sitting on
Identify conversation gaps
Knowledge-brokers & influencers
Bottlenecks & conversation gaps
Quantify collaboration

We’re raising a Seed round to bring the Jam
Graph and Index to market…

Jam Graph

Jam Index

A visual and searchable illustration of the online
communication & collaboration happening within the
company. In real time, this can show who is working with
who and what they are working on.

A metric that quantifies the health of a company’s internal
communication. What the FICO score did for credit
scoring, the Jam Index will do for internal communication
& collaboration.
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…because now is the time for a product like Jam
The Enterprise Collaboration market size will grow from $31 billion in 2019 to $48 billion by 2024 and
Enterprise Social Network solutions are the fastest growing section

Workforce is becoming more
distributed

159% increase in remote work since 2005
will continue to drive an emphasis on
employee connection.

TAM
Global Enterprise Collaboration Market

$31 B

SAM
North American Market comprised of
knowledge workers

$12 B

And more millennial

75% of the American workforce will be
millennial by 2030 and the demand for
enterprise efficiency will continue.

$5.6 B

Source: Cisco, Connected Futures

SOM
Chief Operating Officers at companies
with 100-5000 knowledge workers

Source: MarketsandMarket, Enterprise Collaboration Market
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Jam will become a billon dollar company through a tiered,
subscription-based pricing model that lands & expands
within an organization:
STARTER

GROWTH

PRO

PLAN

Jam Engine

+ Jam Graph

+ Jam Index

PRICE

$99/month

$999/month

$7500+/month

Inside sales up-sells to this
feature set on value of
improved organizational
efficiency & transparency.

Proprietary Index allows us
to prove the data that show
increased connections
directly impacts retention
and profitability.

Unlimited Jam Sessions
with Admin reporting

STRATEGY

Self-serviceable model
allows us to enter an
organization from the side.

Individual & Company level
Graph with personalized
insights on connectedness
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Complete feature set with
hands on implementation
service

Scrappy passion mixed with world-class experience

Shea Parikh, Founder + CEO
Previously Venture For America,
Enterprise Sales at VersaMe

James Douglas, Lead Engineer
Previously Director of Engineering at
Udacity
Part-time Contractor

ASK

Document: SAFE

$135,000

Pre-Money: $5MM

MILESTONES POST RAISE

Build Graph & Index
+ Reach $730K ARR

Discount: 20%

~$35k
Sales & Marketing

Outsourced design: $8k
Outbound Engine: $27k

Establish founding engineers and
make first growth hire

~$58K
Operations

Business Software: $9k
Rent: $36k
Office Supplies: $5K

8.3%

5.0%

18 Month
Runway
86.7%

Launch Jam Graph & Index on
GSuite Marketplace

~$607K
Talent

Full-Stack: $100k
Data Scientist:$100k
Client Success: $70K
Growth: $70k
Shea: $45K
Recruiter Fees: $20k

Acquire first 100 customers,
$730K+ ARR, net-zero burn
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Whoever makes it easiest for teams to function with agility and
cohesion in an ever more complex world will be the most important
software company in the business world.
Jam aims to be that company.
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Thank You
Thank You
Thank You
shea@joinjam.io

Extra Goodies
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Product Market Fit Test

We surveyed existing users to measure the value they’ve already realized as well
as the potential features that may be most valuable.
Based on 51 responses:

8%

Percentage of users that said they’d
find these features very valuable:

Very disappointed

29%

Not disappointed

47% Existed as a calendar add-on tool

How would you
feel if you could
no longer use
Jam?

Understand your social clout across
53%
the entire company
67%

Somewhat
disappointed

Search Jam Graph for teams, skills,
67%
and knowledge you needed access to

Top three desired outcomes:

55%

Receive recommendations on which
colleagues I should connect with to become
more valuable within the company

47%

Break down team silos in my organization and
get better insight to what other teams are
working on

33%

Get feedback on my effectiveness as a
communicator

Jam is creating a new category that straddles already well-validated spaces

CATEGORY

Random Connection
Software

Employee Engagement
Metrics

Organizational Network
Analysis

COMPETITION

INADEQUECY

Facilitating random connections is a
nice-to-have solution at the company
level. These recommendations must
have clear, immediate value for the
individual user.

Engagement metrics are primarily
designed for the manager yet rely on
employee opt-in to give the platform
value.
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Network analysis tools by themselves
are solely reflective and do not provide
users qualitative insights &
recommendations on how to become
better connected.

Customer Acquisition Channels
We’ve bootstrapped current growth from in-network and word-of-mouth referrals. Going forward,
there are 4 acquisition channels:

Referral Program

Outbound Sales

Free Communication
Assessments

10% Annual Contract Value
paid to the individual referrer

With Jam listed directly on
GSuite Marketplace, email
marketing campaigns would
drive free trials

Show business leaders the
baseline health of their
organizations. Give action
items on how to improve
internal communication.
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3rd Party Partnerships
Arm organizational consultants
with Jam as a solution within
their offering. List on
Partnership websites like
Namely, Slack, & Salesforce

Paid Acquisition Tests
Outbound sales engine consists of email campaigns directed towards People leaders with goal of trying Jam.

250
Outbound Emails

$0.16/outbound message

9
Demos

3.6% Demo, $4.44/lead

4
Tr i a l s

44% 30-day, free trail, $10/trial

1

25% Customer
$40 CAC / $2,388 ACV

Paying
Customer
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Business Model Alternatives
A product like Jam instinctively may be priced on a per user model. We believe that is not the optimal way to monetize Jam’s value.

Per Jam Session

Value is derived when employees
connect via a Jam Session. We can price
$4-$6 per Jam Session that is scheduled

Per Admin Seat

Jam would be free to use for any
employee and we’d charge on a per seat
basis for access to analytics
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Freemium version

Jam’s enters an organization from the
side with free access to the connection
engine & upsells the Jam Graph & Index

Confidentiality
of Presentation
THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION IN IT ARE
PROVIDED IN CONFIDENCE, FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF
EXPLORING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES BETWEEN Let’s
Jam LLC, a Delaware Company, AND THE RECEIVING
PARTY CONCERNING Jam and it’s Product Offerings,
AND MAY NOT BE DISCLOSED TO ANY THIRD PARTY OR
USED FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE WITHOUT THE EXPRESS
WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE DISCLOSING PARTY.
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